On Sunday, May 31, 2020, the Executive Cabinet of the Undergraduate Student Government Association convened for a cabinet meeting. Please see below for details on items discussed during the meeting and updates provided by members of the cabinet. If you have any additional questions, comments, or concerns, please feel free to reach out to Caleb.Torres@gatech.edu.

**General Updates**

A. SGA/GTPD Meeting  
   a. SGA will be meeting with the Georgia Tech Police Department to review anti-bias training standards and use-of-force incidents.  
   b. SGA will also voice concerns of the students in regards to recent events

**Brielle Lonsberry, President**

A. Executive Orders - Signed  
   a. [Correction to Chief Justice Stipend](#)  
   b. [Zeta Week Event Funding](#)  

B. COVID Recovery  
   a. [Tech Moving Forward](#) – Georgia Tech has launched a communications campaign and has been receiving positive feedback.  
   b. Summer plans have been approved by the USG and have been communicated to the GT community.

C. Title IX Update  
   a. [Summary of changes](#)  
   b. SGA will be connecting with other USG schools, advocating to USG and the Capitol, and focusing on a communication’s campaign to the GT community when details are decided.

**Kyle Smith, Executive Vice President**

A. Supporting Student Success  
   a. SGA attended a discussion with Knack and the Univ. of Florida to learn more about best practices for supporting student success during online learning.

B. ACC Climate Justice Coalition Meeting  
   a. SGA met with other ACC schools to review actions and steps to take regarding climate justice.

**Josh Eastwood, Joint Vice President of Finance**

A. JFC Applications  
   a. The SGA Joint Finance Committee is accepting applications!  
   b. Applications are available on the SGA website (sga.gatech.edu/get-involved)
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c. JFC is searching for Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the following areas: club sports, arts, competitive engineering, service, social/events, development
B. Resource Development for Student Organizations
   a. Discussions are being continued with the Georgia Tech administration around the $5.2 million CARES funding
   b. This may be put on hold due to the majority of resources going to COVID-19 relief efforts.
   c. Advocacy efforts for the capital funding campaign are still on going
C. Other Financial Notes
   a. SGA is restructuring its financial web page to increase transparency and accessibility.
   b. Rollover requests for this fiscal year have begun - discussions with some Tier IIs have occurred and their concerns have been addressed.
   c. Financial system restructuring discussions are being started/had with student org leaders and feedback survey respondents

Joyce Karanouh-Schuler, Joint Vice President of Campus Organizations
A. Issues with Engage
   a. Organizations that have completed all steps are still unable to re-register. SGA is working with the Office of Student Engagement to figure out what’s happening and address the problem moving forward.
B. Organized Monthly
   a. SGA will be releasing a newsletter that will be sent out to all organizations over the summer with updates and news.
   b. This update is scheduled to take place in Mid-July.
C. Virtual Rush
   a. Sororities will be holding virtual rush in the Fall.
   b. At this time, many aspects of this are unknown.

Cy Heffley, Joint Vice President of Information Technology
A. General IT Board recruitment
   a. Rolling applications/interviews will be conducted for the SGA IT Board through end of August.
B. Data Ethics Governance Board
   a. SGA is drafting a proposal for a data ethics governance board for College of Computing student orgs.
   b. More information will be released as progress is made.
C. SGA Website
a. SGA Information Technology is rebuilding the SGA website in Drupal to add a few new features. The site may experience periodic outages as updates are made.

**Jackson Caruso, Vice President of Academic Affairs**

A. APPH Health Course Revamp
   a. The Academic Affairs Board is working together to finalize the APPH Student Sentiment Report by the end of summer. This will reflect information gathered from the last survey, better benchmarking from both USG and peer institutions, and have important data visualizations to help understand greatest improvement areas for APPH courses.

B. Service-Oriented Curriculum
   a. SGA is working with Serve-Learn-Sustain to use their model of sustainability-focused curriculum infusion and expand it to broader service-based ideas (i.e. City of Atlanta, local nonprofits) into senior capstone/design courses, etc.

C. Student Advisory Boards
   a. SGA is continuing to benchmark those Student Advisory Boards across campus and determine active SABs.

**Emmett Miskell, Vice President of Campus Services**

A. No Updates to Report

**Grace Swift, Vice President of Communications**

A. Communications Task Force
   a. SGA is working with Institute Communications to convey the importance of taking steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19 for in-person instruction.
   b. SGA is assisting with gathering students to be a part of these communications efforts.

**Alton Stovall, Vice President of Internal Affairs**

A. No Updates to Report

**Sam Ellis, Vice President of External Affairs**

A. Title IX Updates
   a. SGA has met with Georgia Tech’s Government and Community Relations office to learn more about how Title IX updates will affect Georgia Tech
   b. Ramblin’ Reps has been lobbying state lawmakers for increased changes.
   c. SGA has met with Georgia Tech’s Title IX Coordinator on GT implementation and how USG guidelines will affect this.

B. Student-Run Polling place
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a. SGA is working with the Fulton County Elections Office to set up an on-campus, student-run polling place for greater flexibility in voting for students.

Mykala Sinclair, Vice President of Student Life
A. Upcoming Meetings  
   a. Mental Health Organizations  
   b. Office of Minority Education and Development
B. Data Accumulation  
   a. SGA is working to accumulate more data from black students to determine how mental health resources can serve them.

Tolga Ustuner, Speaker of the Undergraduate House of Representatives
A. Online Meetings  
   a. UHR is working to finalize the procedure for online meetings of the House of Representatives.
B. Review of Rep. Resources  
   a. UHR Leadership is working to review resources available to UHR representatives so allow them to best serve their constituents.

Past and Upcoming Meetings
A. To learn more about SGA’s advocacy efforts or to get involved, email sga@gatech.edu.

Discussion Items
A. As students, how do we promote an inclusive and equitable culture and environment at Georgia Tech?  
B. How can we, as a cabinet, offer support and brainstorm ways in which we can best serve and support the student body, as a whole, in light of the unrest surrounding police brutality and COVID-19?